LAVINIA BOHO
COLLECTION VIVI | 2016

VIVI
For a home masterchef

A variety of new opportunities
This collection is distinguished by careful design
solutions of kitchen furniture and state-of-the-art
household appliances. Harmonious, useful and
attractive elements create uniform kitchen ensemble.
The cutting board is not only a functional article of
daily use, but also a decorative element of kitchen

design. A remarkable faucet will be a distinctive
feature of your kitchen interior decoration.
State-of-the-art kitchen sink combines high
functionality and usefulness. Having a refined design,
it blends seamlessly into a modern kitchen interior.
The model is made from high-performance hygienic
and environmentally safe stainless steel. A returnable
sink can be mounted considering individual
peculiarities in order to provide supreme comfort.
Operational comfort is ensured by Vivi faucet which is
a perfect complement to modern stainless steel sinks.
High-level revolving spout with enlarged radius
provides extensive area of operation and easy filling of
large pans, tall glasses and vases. The model
complies with the highest hygienic and safety
standards. Ceramic disk cartridge ensures incredible
ease of use.

design and ideally suited for storage of fruits, berries
and vegetables.

One-of-a-kind attractive basket adorns your interior
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STEEL KITCHEN SINK
Harmonizes with the tabletop made from stainless steel and natural stone

SUPPLY

Eye-catching and high-strength stainless steel sink blends seamlessly into the overall
room design adding style and luster to the interior.
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Vendor code

: 13050010

Size

: 920 х 510 х 195 mm

Warranty

: 3 years

Suitable for

: mixer 13050020

Standard supply package includes: kitchen sink; drain fittings (3½" basket-type valve
and overflow), fixing set (the seal is user-supplied).
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KITCHEN SINK FAUCET
Laconic and exquisite handle is a distinctive element of the product design. It was specially designed for Vivi
collection and distinguished by effortless operation

Outstanding, seamless and modern design solution for interior decoration of a kitchen
which is an essential room in any house. This faucet is absolutely unique due to its
gorgeous design style and application of innovative engineering solutions.

Vendor code

: 13050020

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: kitchen sink 13050010

SUPPLY

Standard supply package includes: kitchen sink faucet; connection kit; fixing set.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner

Fabio Zanetti

Catherine Hofmann

Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.
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2016

LAVINIA BOHO

innovation & design
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